[Diagnosis by a system of addition in irritable colon syndrome].
It carried through a study, in two stage, in 50 patients of ambulatory consultation of gastroenterology, to estimate the efficiency of the question for the diagnostic by addition, for the irritable bowel syndrome, in the period between August 1985 - August 1987. In the first place, its appraised the efficiency of the system by addition in a group of selective patients, subsequently the questions in the no selective patients. There is, for the first place a high sensibility, specificity and favourite values. In the second place, the obtained values are not significative. It appraised the introduction of modifications in the question. As a conclusion: 1) the system by addition in a group of selective patients has a high efficiency in the diagnostic, 2) the system in no selective patients has not diagnostic values, 3) it is important to carried out a study to exclude the: "history of blood in faecal material" and to include the age and sex, and 4) the system by addition not allow to distinguished the irritable bowel syndrome and the organic disease.